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Wake steering, the intentional yaw misalignment of certain turbines in an array, has demonstrated potential as a wind farm control approach to increase collective power. Existing
algorithms optimize the yaw misalignment angle set-points using steady-state wake models and either deterministic frameworks, or optimizers which account for wind direction
and yaw misalignment variability and uncertainty. Wake models rely on parameterizations of physical phenomena in the mean flow field, such as the wake spreading rate. The
wake model parameters are uncertain and vary in time at a wind farm depending on the
atmospheric conditions, including turbulence intensity, stability, shear, veer, and other atmospheric features. In this study, we develop a yaw set-point optimization approach which
includes model parameter uncertainty, in addition to wind condition variability and uncertainty. The optimization is tested in open-loop control numerical experiments using
utility-scale wind farm operational data for which the set-point optimization framework
with parameter uncertainty has a statistically significant impact on the wind farm power
production for certain wind turbine layouts at low turbulence intensity, but the results are
not significant for all layouts considered nor at higher turbulence intensity. The set-point
optimizer is also tested for closed-loop wake steering control of a model wind farm in large
eddy simulations of a convective atmospheric boundary layer. The yaw set-point optimization with model parameter uncertainty improved the robustness of the closed-loop wake
steering control to increases in the yaw controller update frequency. Increases in wind
farm power production were not statistically significant due to the high ambient power
variability in the turbulent, convective ABL.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The intentional yaw misalignment of leading wind turbines to deflect the energy deficit wake re-

gion away from downwind generators1 , termed wake steering, has emerged as a promising collective control strategy to increase wind farm power production2 . The initial approach to wake steering in field experimental studies leverages open-loop control, where optimal yaw-misalignment
set-points are computed offline for each turbine as a function of the low-pass filtered wind conditions and are provided to the wind turbines in a discrete lookup table format3 . While openloop wake steering control has demonstrated potential in large eddy simulations (LES)2 and field
experiments3–6 to increase wind farm power production, control methodologies which are designed
for variations in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) wind conditions require further development to reliably increase annual energy production (AEP)7 .
Wind conditions, including wind speed, wind direction, turbulence intensity, and static stability,
change as a function of time in the ABL. During the diurnal evolution of the ABL, modifications
to the surface heat flux by solar heating alter the dominant flow mechanisms8 . Further, with fixed
boundary conditions, the turbulent nature of the ABL results in chaotic flows which depend on
the initial conditions, requiring ensemble averages to converge statistical quantities based on the
instantaneous states, including turbine power production. As a result, even within narrow wind
condition bins in an open-loop lookup table, a variety of wind farm power outcomes will occur.
Beyond variability within a wind condition bin, high frequency variations in the wind speed and
direction occur above the low-pass filter cut-off frequency and optimal yaw misalignment set-point
calculations should consider these variability contributions rather than utilizing deterministic mean
wind conditions9,10 . Aside from natural condition variability, wind turbine sensors are inherently
noisy and imperfect11,12 , introducing further wind condition uncertainty in active wake control.
Yaw misalignment set-point optimization is typically performed with steady-state wake models
which represent time averaged flow behavior2 . The steady-state wake models estimate P∞ , the infinite time average of the power production of the wind farm with fixed wind conditions, including
wind speed and wind direction, and fixed turbine control decisions, including yaw misalignment.
This modeling approach assumes an inherent scale separation between turbine induced flow adjustment and atmospheric condition changes. Initial wake steering experiments used steady-state
wake models to optimize the yaw set-points with deterministic, fixed wind conditions2 . In a wake
steering application, the wind conditions may have high-frequency, turbulent variations and low2

frequency atmospheric condition variations. Such variations, are not directly modeled using a
steady-state wake model with deterministic wind conditions, which may introduce model bias
when applying a steady-state wake model to low-pass filtered (e.g. 10 minute averaged) wind
conditions.
Recent studies have extended model-based yaw set-point optimization to maximize the expected value of the power production given wind condition or turbine control system variations
and uncertainty. Quick et al. (2017)9 used a steady-state wake model and formulated the wake
steering yaw set-point calculation as an optimization under uncertainty with yaw deviations from
the set-point value. Rott et al. (2018)13 formulated the set-point calculation as an optimization under wind direction uncertainty (termed robust optimization), rather than with fixed, deterministic
incident winds. The high-frequency wind direction variations above the yaw controller low-pass
filter cut-off (5 minutes in Rott et al. (2018)13 ) were modeled by a Gaussian probability density function based on field measurements. Simley et al. (2020)14 extended the robust set-point
optimization to include natural yaw misalignment variability due to slowly evolving yaw control systems. Finally, Quick et al. (2020)15 used polynomial chaos expansion to solve the yaw
set-point optimization under uncertainty problem with the addition of stochastic turbulence intensity and shear and found that the uncertain wind direction had the largest impact on the set-point
optimization results.
Steady-state wake models introduce a number of assumptions and parameterizations in order
to analytically represent time averaged wake behavior. The power production prediction from the
resulting wake models rely on the empirical calibration of the parameters which represent key
features of the flow, including the wake spreading rate16 . However, empirical calibrations using
idealized LES or wind tunnel experiments introduce error and uncertainty in field deployments,
where the flow physics exhibits different forcings, such as Coriolis forces, stratification, and terrain complexity. Here, we introduce a difference between wind conditions, such as wind direction
and speed, and wake model parameters, such as the wake spreading rate, which parameterize
physical phenomena. The wake model parameters depend on the inflow conditions, but the exact
functional dependence is not known. Wake model parameters have been tuned using LiDAR field
data17 and neutral ABL LES flow fields18 . Recent work has optimized the wake model parameters using only wind farm power data and analytic gradients5 , a novel calibration procedure19 ,
genetic algorithms20 , and Kalman filtering21 and demonstrated that assimilating operational wind
farm data into the wake model improves its predictive capability. Zhang & Zhao (2020)22 used
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sampling to approximate the Bayesian posterior distributions of wake model parameters given
LES data as the ground truth. Using the wake model parameter posteriors, a stochastic wake
model based on uncertain model parameters was proposed which improved predictions compared
to wake modeling with deterministic model parameters. Wake model error correction terms have
also been proposed23 and learned using operational data, which improved wake model predictions. Yaw set-point optimization which is robust to model parameter uncertainty becomes more
critical when applying closed-loop control due to limited statistical averaging and additional wind
condition uncertainty21 .
In this paper, we extend yaw misalignment set-point optimization methods to include model
parameter uncertainty, where the wake model is optimized based on a probability distribution of
wake model parameters rather than deterministic values. We first develop a yaw set-point optimization based on stochastic programming24 including wake model parameter and wind condition
uncertainty. Then we develop a simple methodology to estimate the probability distribution of the
uncertain wake model parameters without requiring computationally expensive Bayesian posterior
sampling methods such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)25 , although the yaw set-point optimization can be used with arbitrary parameter distribution estimate methods. The estimated model
parameter distributions are used in tandem with the wind condition distributions in the stochastic
programming approach.
To test the performance of the stochastic approach, two distinct numerical experiments are performed. Using Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) data from a utility-scale wind
farm, numerical wake model experiments are performed to represent open-loop wake steering.
The wind farm operational data is used offline to construct yaw-set point lookup tables as a function of the wind conditions for deterministic and optimization under uncertainty. The approaches
are tested using the wake model as a surrogate wind farm, where the model is locally fit to time
series SCADA data, to test open-loop control performance. This experiment can be viewed as
an idealized, perfect model setting, where the same wake model is used for yaw set-point lookup
table construction and for simulations. Therefore, there is no inherent model error, only variations
in wind conditions and model parameters in the time series. Additionally, the set-point optimization method is tested using closed-loop wake steering control in LES of an unstable, convective
ABL. The LES has inherent wind condition variations due to the turbulent, convective ABL. These
experiments include potential model discrepancy when applying the steady-state wake model to
predict LES power production, compared to the perfect model setting open-loop experiments.
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The contributions of this paper are:
1. The extension of robust wake steering yaw misalignment set-point optimization9,13,14 to include wake model parameter uncertainty
2. The development of a simple method to approximate the wake model parameter probability
distributions without requiring computationally expensive posterior sampling
3. Testing of the set-point optimization under model parameter uncertainty in a utility-scale
wind farm open-loop numerical experiment and in closed-loop control of a wind farm in
LES of a convective ABL
The yaw misalignment set-point optimization formulation under wind condition variability and
model parameter uncertainty is given in §II. The wake model is discussed in §II A and the simple
parameter probability distribution estimation methodology is introduced in §II B. In §III, wake
steering numerical case studies of a utility-scale wind farm using operational data are performed.
LES simulations of closed-loop control of a model wind farm in convective ABL conditions are
performed in §IV. Conclusions are given in §V.

II.

YAW SET-POINT OPTIMIZATION UNDER MODEL PARAMETER

UNCERTAINTY
The goal of wake steering is to maximize wind farm power production through the use of
intentional yaw misalignment. For open-loop control, the goal is to calculate the optimal yaw
misalignment set-points for each wind condition bin, specified by wind speed, turbulence intensity,
and wind direction4 . For wake model-based closed-loop control (e.g. the method proposed by
Howland et al. (2020)21 ), the goal is to calculate the optimal yaw set-points for the wind farm
over the finite control update time horizon. In both approaches, the set-point optimization can be
considered over wind condition probabilities. The wind condition probabilities are pre-tabulated
in the open-loop setting. In closed-loop control, the wind condition probabilities are collected
online, as wind condition and power measurements over the previous finite time control update
horizon.
Given variability and uncertainty in the wind conditions c and wake model parameters ψ, this
optimization goal is to select the yaw misalignment set-points γs which maximize the expected
5

value of the power production
γs∗ (c, ψ) = argmax E [G(c, ψ, γs )] ,

(1)

γs

where G(c, ψ, γs ) is the wind farm power production. The optimal yaw misalignment set-points
over the wind turbines in the farm is γs∗ . The expected value of the power production is given by
an integration over the wind condition and wake model parameter spaces
Z
Z
E [G(c, ψ, γs )] = · · · f (c)f (ψ)G(c, ψ, γs )dc dψ,

(2)

where f (ψ) is the probability density function over the wake model parameter space ψ and f (c)
is the probability density function over the wind condition space c. The computationally efficient
analytic gradient-based optimizer developed by Howland et al. (2019)5 is extended to the stochastic programming problem in Eq. 1 and is used in this study. For open-loop control, Eq. 2 will
be solved for each wind condition bin, while for closed-loop control, Eq. 2 will be solved at each
control update step in an online fashion21 .
The probability distributions of the wake model parameters can be estimated using approximate
Bayesian inference methods, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo22,25 . However, sampling based
methods are computationally intensive, requiring O(105 ) forward model evaluations to perform
the Bayesian inverse problem analysis25 . This requirement becomes challenging for on-the-fly estimation of wake model probability densities in closed-loop control. Instead, in this study (§II B),
we will develop a simple method to estimate an approximate wake model parameter probability
distribution to be used in Eq. 2 based on power production data by leveraging parameter estimation
techniques.
Previous approaches estimated the wake model parameters based on an average of the power
within a wind condition bin5 . The SCADA operational data also has underlying uncertainty and
variability, for example from physical effects such as dynamic wake meandering and statistical
effects from finite time averaging, which corresponds to uncertainty and variability in the wake
model parameters represented by the probability function f (ψ). The probability density functions
will be defined specifically for each wind condition bin based on the utility-scale wind farm data
in §III A and for LES data in §IV.
The optimization framework is shown in Figure 1. In practice, Eq. 2 is discretized to solve
using the analytic wake model9,13 . While other expectation calculation methods could be used,
such as polynomial chaos expansion15 , direct quadrature is used in this study for simplicity and due
6
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FIG. 1. Set-point optimization under model parameter uncertainty. The wake model parameters ψ are
estimated by the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) for a set of wind conditions c and averaged power data
Pdata . The probability distribution of the parameters f (ψ) is derived from the power data and used in
tandem with the condition probability distributions f (c) to compute γs∗ with set-point optimization (Eq. 1).

to the computational efficiency of the gradient-based set-point optimization5 . The discretization,
along with the prescribed wind condition uncertainty13 , become additional hyperparameters. In
§III C, we will analyze the sensitivity of wake steering to these hyperparameters.

A.

Steady-state wake model
The nonlinear wake model used in the present study, denoted by G, is the lifting line model26 ,

however, the methods described below can be used for arbitrary steady-state wake models. The
wake model represents the time averaged wake region trailing a yaw misaligned or yaw aligned
turbine and was validated against experimental data26 . The model has been used in subsequent
wake steering power optimization studies in LES21 and field experiments5 . The wake model predicts wind farm power for arbitrary inflow wind conditions and wind turbine layout given two
physics-based parameters, kw and σ0 , which denote the wake spreading rate and the proportionality constant for the presumed Gaussian wake profile. The area averaged velocity deficit at a
downwind turbine j as a result of the wake of an upwind turbine i is
√
∆ui,j (x) =

 



2πδui (x)dw,i (x)D
yT + D/2 − yc,i (x)
yT − D/2 − yc,i (x)
√
√
erf
− erf
,
16σ0,i
2σ0,i dw,i (x)
2σ0,i dw,i (x)
(3)

where D is the turbine diameter, x is the streamwise direction, dw is the normalized wake diameter, yc is the lateral centroid of the wake, yT is the lateral turbine centroid of turbine j, and δu is the
streamwise velocity deficit26,27 . The wake diameter is dw (x) = 1 + kw log (1 + exp[2(x/D − 1)]).
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The wake centroid yc,i is a function of the yaw misalignment of the upwind turbine i. Details on the
wake deflection model are given in Shapiro et al. (2018)26 . Modified linear wake superposition16
is used since its performance is similar to the more computationally expensive momentum conserving superposition27,28 . The rotor area averaged velocity at turbine j is
ue,j = u∞ −

Nf
X

∆ui,j ,

(4)

i

where Nf is the number of upwind turbines and the power production is P̂j = 21 ρACP u3e,j . In this
study, CP = CP (γ = 0) · cosPp (γ) is used although the recently developed blade-element model
which accounts for wind velocity profiles could be used in future studies with rotational turbine
models29 . For the utility-scale wind farm numerical experiments, Pp = 2, which represents a
reasonable first order approximation of Cp (γ) as shown in a yaw misalignment field experiment at
the same wind farm29 . For the LES experiments, Pp was set to 2.5 based on empirical tuning. The
secondary steering model proposed by Howland & Dabiri (2021)27 is used. Aside from the wake
model parameters, the predicted power production of a wind farm depends on the turbine layout30 ,
the incident wind speed u∞ , the wind direction, and the turbine yaw misalignment set-points γs .
Additionally, there may be deviation from the set-point due to yaw error9 which is denoted as γ.
The wind and turbine control conditions are collected into the vector c = [u∞ , α, γ], with wind
direction given by α. The effects of turbulence intensity (TI) are included implicitly in the wake
model parameters ψ (see §II B). Therefore, TI is not included explicitly in c.
The wake model power predictions are collected into a vector and are denoted compactly as
P(c, ψ, γs ) = [P̂1 , ..., P̂Nt ] ∈ IRNt , where Nt is the number of turbines in the farm, P̂i is the wake
model power estimate for turbine i, and
G(c, ψ, γs ) =

Nt
X

Pi (c, ψ, γs ).

(5)

i=1

The wake model predictions depend on two types of inputs: the wind conditions c and the wake
model parameters ψ,
ψ = [kw,1 , ..., kw,Nt −1 , σ0,1 , ..., σ0,Nt −1 ].

B.

(6)

Wake model parameter probability distribution estimation
In this study, the wake model parameters are estimated using the ensemble Kalman filter

(EnKF)31 and SCADA power production data. Previous studies have used the EnKF to estimate
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the mean wake model parameters21,32 and the wake model state33 . For parameter estimation, the
EnKF can be viewed as an approximation of gradient-based optimization without requiring direct
gradient calculations34 . The wind farm power production SCADA data is measured in finite-time
averages P̃ ∈ IRNt . Steady-state wake models predict P∞ , the infinite time average of the power.
However, P∞ is not available in measurements and normally distributed measurement noise in the
form of ε = N (0, Σε ) appears in finite-time averages of power due to the central limit theorem,
where Σε is the power data covariance matrix, giving
P̃ = P∞ + N (0, ΣP ),

(7)

where N denotes a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance ΣP . In practice, the infinite
time average of the power production P∞ has a functional dependence on the incident wind conditions. In field data, this effect is approximated using conditional averaging techniques5 , where
the data are grouped by wind condition bins and then the power data samples are averaged in each
bin. Since the steady-state wake model predicts P∞ , we will use the underlying variability in finite
time average SCADA power data samples P̃ to estimate the probability distributions of the wake
model parameters.
In order to approximate the wake model probability distribution f (ψ), the wake model parameters are estimated using the EnKF for various values of turbine power P̃ /P̃1 within the empirically
measured SCADA power probability distribution, where P̃1 is the finite time average of power
for a freestream turbine at the farm. The probability distribution of P̃ /P̃1 is assumed to be Gaussian with an empirically measured mean and standard deviation. The Gaussian assumption is a
reasonable approximation through the central limit theorem, although it will not be exact due to
the influence of the varying state of the atmospheric conditions such as thermal stability or heterogeneous flow field effects, which are not accounted for in the standard conditional averaging
techniques4,5 . The Gaussian approximation will tested using field data in §III A. The distribution
D E
is discretized between P̄ ± σp , where P̄ = P̃ is the mean of instances within the wind condition bin and σp is the corresponding standard deviation. The wake model parameters kw and σ0
are estimated using the EnKF for each of the discrete values of power and the probability mass
for each point is computed by integrating the Gaussian distribution with the empirically measured
standard deviation in the power data.
Each turbine in the farm, except for the furthest downwind, has distinct values for the model
parameters, since the values depend on the turbine inflow conditions and turbine layout35 . For
9

Nt wind turbines, the model parameters are ψ = [kw,1 , ..., kw,Nt −1 , σ0,1 , ..., σ0,Nt −1 ] (Eq. 6). The
wake model parameters for the last turbine downwind do not affect the power prediction and
are therefore neglected. The errors associated with the modeling and measurement are given by
χ = [χTkw , χTσ0 ]T ∈ IR2(Nt −1) and ε ∈ IRNt , respectively. The errors have prescribed variances
and zero mean. The modeling errors have variances of σk2w = 0.0009 and σσ20 = 0.0009. The
parameter variances for the Gaussian prior distribution are hyperparameters and were selected
based on tuning experiments21 . Perturbations are added to the SCADA power production data for
each ensemble ξ (i) = P̃s + ε(i) , where (i) denotes ensemble i and P̃s is a sample from the empirical
distribution of power data P̃ . The perturbed power production ensemble and noise matrix are
given by
Ξ = [ξ (1) , ..., ξ (Ne ) ],

Σ = [ε(1) , ..., ε(Ne ) ],

(8)

where Ne is the number of ensembles.
The ensemble of wake model parameters is
Ψ = [ψ (1) , ..., ψ (Ne ) ] ∈ IR2(Nt −1)×Ne .

(9)

The wake model ensemble power predictions are collected in the matrix Π̂ ∈ IRNt ×Ne . The wake
model parameter and power production ensemble means are Ψ = Ψ1Ne , and Π̂ = Π̂1Ne , with
1Ne ∈ IRNe ×Ne is a matrix with all entries as 1/Ne . Perturbation matrices are given by Ψ0 = Ψ−Ψ
and Π̂0 = Π̂ − Π̂.
The intermediate forecast step is
Ψ+ = [ψ (1) + Bχ(1) , ..., ψ (Ne ) + Bχ(Ne ) ]

(10)

Π̂+ = [P(ψ (1) + Bχ(1) ), ..., P(ψ (Ne ) + Bχ(Ne ) )].

(11)

with B ∈ IR2(Nt −1)×2(Nt −1) prescribed as the identity matrix. The measurement analysis step is
0T
T −1
0
· (Ξ − Π̂+ ).
Ψp = Ψ+ + Ψ0+ Π̂0T
+ (Π̂+ Π̂+ + ΣΣ )

(12)

The EnKF estimated values of σ0 and kw , or ψ, are the columns of Ψp .
In summary, the EnKF is used to estimate the wake model parameters in the vector ψ for a given
realization from the probability distribution of finite time averaged SCADA data P̃ . The EnKF
estimation is used to map the probability distribution of power production samples f (P̃ ) to the
distribution of wake model parameters f (ψ), which is required for the expected value calculation
in Eq. 2. The wake model parameter distribution method proposed here neglects structural model
form bias and uncertainty, which should be considered in future work.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Utility-scale wind farm layout for Cluster A. The turbines are oriented for flow from the north
(α = 0◦ ) and the coordinates are normalized by the wind turbine diameter D. (b) Cluster B layout oriented
for flow from the west (α = 270◦ ). The wind turbine which is used as a wind condition reference is shown
in red. The x and y axes correspond to easting and northing directions.

III.

UTILITY-SCALE WIND FARM CASE STUDY

The optimization under model parameter uncertainty will be analyzed for open-loop control
using a utility-scale wind farm case study. In §III A, field measurements from the utility-scale
wind farm are used to inform the wind condition probability distributions in Eq. 2. The yaw
misalignment set-point lookup table is synthesized in §III B. Wake model-based numerical experiments are performed in §III C. Since the same wake model is being used to construct and test
the lookup table in these experiments, this can be viewed as an idealized, perfect model setting to
test the stochastic programming performance with no structural wake modeling error. In §IV, the
optimization framework is tested in closed-loop control in LES.
The wind farm is located in northwest India. The wind turbines have approximately 100 meter
diameters and hub heights and the terrain is flat with no significant complexity. The rated power
for the turbines is approximately 2 MW. Two clusters of turbines are considered as shown in Figure
2. For Cluster A, the flow of interest is centered at α ≈ 0◦ , where 0◦ corresponds to north and
proceeds clockwise, such that turbines A3 and A4 experience wake losses from turbine A1. For
Cluster B, the focus for wake steering is α ≈ 270◦ , where turbines B2, B3, and B4 experience
wake losses. One-minute averaged SCADA data is recorded from the wind farm.
In open-loop control, there is a set of hyperparameters associated with the wind condition
bin widths for the yaw set-point lookup table. Contemporary wind turbine control systems are
computational operation count and memory limited, which restricts the quantity of wind condition
11

bins in the lookup table. In the present study, we will use u±1 m/s, α±2.5◦ , and T I ±2.5%, which
is based on the memory limitations of a utility-scale wind turbine control system and similar to
previous studies4 . The methods developed in this study apply to arbitrary wind condition lookup
table selections, although the specific probability distributions for each wind condition may be
changed with different bin width selections.

A.

Probability distributions for wind conditions
In open-loop lookup table synthesis, given the finite width of the wind condition bins which

is not infinitesimally small, there is a probability distribution associated with each wind condition
within each bin. For example, for the freestream wind speed bin 5 < u < 7 m/s, there will be a
probability distribution associated with the wind speed values in this restricted range. The historical SCADA measurements for wind direction, speed, and yaw misalignment will be used to define
empirical probability distributions used in Eq. 2. The SCADA data can be used both to establish
a likelihood for each wind condition bin in the lookup table and to establish wind condition probability distributions within each lookup table bin. The field data probability distributions for the
wind direction and speed can be seen in Figures 3(a,b). The wind direction within the wind condition bin can be approximated by a uniform distribution. As discussed thoroughly by Rott et al.
(2018)13 and Simley et al. (2020)14 , there is uncertainty associated with the measurements of the
wind direction as well as higher frequency dynamics which occur within a one-minute averaged
sample that could cause larger values of α deviations. In order to account for these dynamics,
we will consider α uncertainty of α ± 2.5◦ , α ± 5◦ , and α ± 10◦ in the case studies presented in
§III B. The case of α ± 2.5◦ corresponds to wind direction variability from the bin width, whereas
higher uncertainty values of ±5◦ and ±10◦ consider other variability and uncertainty factors. Previous approaches considered higher frequency content and used Gaussian distributions to model
directional variability13 . In this open-loop experiment, we will focus on low-pass filtered wind
condition variations within a lookup table bin since SCADA data was not available at higher frequency than one-minute averages. Higher frequency content will be considered in the LES case
study in §IV.
The wind speed in each wind condition bin approximately follows a Weibull distribution. While
narrowing the wind speed bins could result in an approximately uniform probability density function, the practical wind speed bins are u ± 1 m/s and the coefficient of power Cp and coefficient
12

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Wind direction probability distribution within a 268.75◦ < α < 271.25◦ wind direction bin. (b)
Wind speed empirical probability density function. A best-fit Weibull distribution with k = 3.8 and λ = 7
is shown with a solid black line.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. (a) Yaw misalignment empirical probability density function with a best-fit Gaussian distribution
shown with a solid black line. The mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution are µγ = 0.4◦
and σγ = 5.6◦ . (b) Wind turbine power ratio probability distributions for wind direction bins centered at
α = 2.5◦ ±2.5◦ and α = 270◦ ±2.5◦ for u = 7±1 m/s and T I = 5%±2.5%. The vertical lines correspond
the means of the respective power ratio distributions.

of thrust CT for wind turbines depend strongly on u. Therefore, the more representative Weibull
fits will be used. The yaw misalignment probability distribution for turbine A1 is shown in Figure 4(a). A Gaussian probability density function is used to approximate the distribution with
σγ = 5.6◦ .
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Normalized power production for waked turbine B2 in Cluster B as a function of the incident wind
direction for u = 7 ± 1 m/s and (a) T I = 5 ± 2.5% and (b) T I = 10 ± 2.5%. Errorbars represent one
standard deviation about the mean from the one-minute averaged SCADA data. The stochastic wake model
predictions are represented by σp 6= 0. The shaded region corresponds to one standard deviation about the
mean wake model power estimate.

B.

Open-loop control yaw misalignment set-point lookup table synthesis
The wake model parameters are estimated using the normalized, one-minute averaged SCADA

power production data, P̃ /P̃1 , where P̃1 is the power of the leading, freestream operating turbine
in the array. The wind turbine array power production data are sorted such that instances with wind
conditions u, α, and T I are collated within a particular lookup table bin and matched with the corresponding one-minute averaged power productions. The power production empirical probability
distributions for one-minute averaged P̃A3 /P̃A1 for α = 0◦ ± 2.5◦ and α = 270◦ ± 2.5◦ are shown
in Figure 4(b). The wind speed is filtered such that u = 7 ± 1 m/s and T I = 5% ± 2.5%.
For α = 270◦ ± 2.5◦ , turbine A3 does not experience waked incident inflow, and therefore,
P̃A3 /P̃A1 ≈ 1 with variations due to spatiotemporal differences in the ABL turbulent inflow in
one-minute averaged samples. The resulting distribution for P̃A3 /P̃A1 can be reasonably approxD
E
imately by a Gaussian, centered around P̃A3 /P̃A1 ≈ 1. For α = 0◦ ± 2.5◦ , turbine A3 experiD
E
ences significant wake losses, with P̃A3 /P̃A1 ≈ 0.4. However, within the narrow wind direction
and speed bins, P̃A3 /P̃A1 is still reasonably Gaussian.
The normalized power productions for turbine B2 are shown in Figure 5 for T I = 5 ± 2.5%
and T I = 10 ± 5%. The wind speed is u = 7 ± 1 m/s and various wind directions α are shown.
For the wind farm layouts shown in Figure 2, the peak wake losses occur at direct wind turbine
14

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Model-optimal yaw misalignment angles for turbine B1 as a function of the incident wind direction
for u = 7 ± 1 m/s and (a) T I = 5 ± 2.5% and (b) T I = 10 ± 2.5%. Optimal yaw set-points for various
wind direction uncertainties are shown. Cases with α ± 0◦ are deterministic set-point optimization with
respect to the wind direction and σp = 0 are deterministic with respect to the wake model parameters. The
optimization with model parameter uncertainty are represented by σp 6= 0 cases.

alignment, which is approximately α = 260◦ for turbine B2. The mean SCADA power production
data is shown with errorbars representing one standard deviation about the mean. The wake model
parameters are estimated using the SCADA data and the EnKF methodology. The resulting wake
model power production estimation is shown in Figure 5, where the blue triangles estimate the
D E
wake model parameters only based on the mean P = P̃ . In the red diamonds, the wake model
estimates the model parameters for the distribution of P̃ for each wind condition bin. The wake
model estimates parameters kw and σ0 to accurately capture the various power production targets,
including P ± σp , except for wind directions where wake losses do not occur, such as α < 250◦
or α > 270◦ for turbine B2. Wind directions such as α > 270◦ for turbine B2 will not be relevant
∗
to the optimization in Eq. 2 since γs,B1
= 0◦ from geometry. The model used in this study is only

able to realize power production differences between the waked and freestream turbines which
manifest from wake losses and cannot capture all variations which include effects from temporally
dependent, stochastic, heterogeneous flow fields. The model cannot estimate PB2 > PB1 which
occurs in freestream operation for P B2 + σp as a result of spatially and temporally varying ABL
turbulence. Future work can incorporate spatiotemporal inflow variations36 to more accurately
model these effects.
The resulting optimal yaw misalignment angles γs∗ from various variability and uncertainty
cases are shown for turbine B1 in Figure 6 for the two turbulence intensity cases. Positive yaw
misalignment corresponds to a counter-clockwise rotation viewed from above. The optimization
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with model parameter uncertainty are represented by σp 6= 0 cases. Cases with σp 6= 0 optimize γs with 9 discrete sets of parameters [kw , σ0 ] and the probability distribution is Gaussian, as
discussed in §III B. For the lower turbulence intensity inflow (Figure 6(a)) and deterministic yaw
optimization, the yaw set-points have a sharp inflection point around α ≈ 260◦ , where the sign of
the optimal yaw switches. The yaw misalignment values for turbine B1 are not symmetric about
the inflection point since the wind turbine array is not directly aligned (see Figure 2(b)).
The influence of wind direction uncertainty on optimal set-point values has been characterized
in previous studies13,15 . Given uncertainty or variability in the wind direction, small changes in α
as a function of time would result in suboptimal γs∗ for instantaneous wind condition realizations.
With increasing α uncertainty, the γs∗ profile is generally smoothed around the inflection point.
Wind direction uncertainty of α ± 10◦ results in dramatic changes compared to deterministic setpoint optimization, where γs∗ (α = 260◦ ) becomes small and positive, instead of the deterministic
negative value. This model-optimal value is the result of a balance of weighting power production
for ±10◦ around the inflection point.
The normalized SCADA and modeled power production for turbine A3, and associated optimal
yaw angles for turbine A1, are shown in Figure 7(a,b). For turbine A3, the maximum wake loss
inflection point occurs at approximately α = −2.5◦ . For Cluster A, the incorporation of α or σp
uncertainty has a less pronounced impact on γs∗ due to the tight spacing in the streamwise direction
(4 − 5D) and relatively small values of power production standard deviation within wind direction
bins. The uncertainties associated with the wake model parameters of turbine A1 are shown in
D E
Figure 8, along with the deterministic model parameters resulting from the EnKF with P̃ .
Some presence of non-physical wake model parameters exists in the distributions (kw < 0), which
could be alleviated by tailoring the prior, using the more computationally expensive Bayesian
sampling methods (e.g. MCMC) to approximately estimate parameter posteriors, or by increasing
the time-averaging length of the SCADA data.

C.

Wake model-based open-loop wake steering case studies
Several wake steering case studies are performed to examine the influence of the set-point op-

timization methodology. The wake model described in §II A is used for the case studies. SCADA
data is used to select instances of time such that the wind speed, direction, and turbulence intensity are within wind conditions of interest. The longest, continuous time series of such instances
16

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. (a) Normalized power production for waked turbine A3 in Cluster A as a function of the incident
wind direction for u = 7 ± 1 m/s and T I = 5 ± 2.5%. Errorbars represent one standard deviation about the
mean from the one-minute averaged SCADA data. The shaded region corresponds to one standard deviation
about the mean wake model power estimate. (b) Model-optimal yaw misalignment angles for turbine A1
given the power production distribution in (a). The symbols are identified in the legend of Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. Model parameter uncertainty for turbine A1 in Cluster A as a function of the incident wind direction
for u = 7 ± 1 m/s and T I = 5 ± 2.5% for (a) kw and (b) σ0 . The shaded region corresponds to one standard
deviation about the mean wake model parameter. Estimates of the mean wake model parameter based on
the mean of the power data are given by σp = 0, which corresponds to a wake model with deterministic
wake model parameters.

is selected for each test case. The case study data differs from the training data which is used for
optimal yaw set-point calculation, ensuring there is not a bias in using the same data for training
and testing. Quality filters are used on the SCADA data to ensure all wind turbines of interest are
operating normally with no curtailments or error codes. In the case study tests, the one-minute averaged SCADA data samples are provided to the wake model parameter estimation (§II B), and the
optimal parameters for the specific instances are computed which minimize the wake model fitting
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error. The yaw set-points are obtained from the pre-calculated lookup table (§III B) and applied
in the wake model, which models the power production given the computed optimal parameters,
the one-minute averaged wind speed and direction, and the different yaw misalignment strategies
for each one-minute instance. Yaw controllers for utility-scale turbines modify yaw with a speed
around 0.5◦ /s. Large, one-minute changes in yaw misalignment (γ > 30◦ ), which would not be
feasible, occur less than 0.5% of the time in these case studies, and therefore the yaw modifications
were not restricted for controller simplicity. Since the case studies use one-minute averaged data,
higher frequency variations in the power production, model parameters, and wind conditions are
not included in this numerical experiment, and their influence is considered in LES (§IV).

The results from five wake steering case studies are shown in Table I. For Cluster B at a low
incident turbulence intensity (Case 1), deterministically optimized yaw set-point increases power
2.3%, while considering parameter uncertainty increases power 3.8% which is statistically significantly higher. Incorporating wind direction variability of ±2.5◦ does not significantly impact the
results. The power production results for each optimization strategy in Case 1 are shown in Figure
9. Higher wind direction variabilities of ±5◦ or ±10◦ reduce the power significantly in this case by
reducing the set-point optimal yaw angles (see Figure 6). It is worth noting that these case studies
only consider frequencies lower than fc = 1/60 Hz due to one-minute averaging, while the wind
conditions have higher frequency content13 . The higher frequencies are included in the empirical
wind condition probability distributions in Eq. 2 in the LES experiments in §IV.

With increasing turbulence intensity, variability in the wind conditions and power production
increases. For the higher turbulence intensity cases, the power increase due to wake steering
decreases, which is expected due to the increased mixing and reduced wake interactions. As the
turbulence intensity increases in Cases 3 and 4, increased wind direction variability in the set-point
optimization leads to improved results, compared to deterministic or low variability optimization.
Incorporation of variability in the set-point optimization does not significantly influence Cluster A
results in Case 5, except for α ± 10◦ , which produces significantly less power than the other cases.
The relatively small impact of parameter uncertainty in Cluster A is likely due to the small spacing
between turbines, low turbulence intensity inflow, and low power production standard deviation
(Figure 7).
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FIG. 9. Time averaged power production results from Case 1. The errorbars denote one standard deviation
about the mean values. The results of this case are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I. Wake steering control numerical experiment power production results provided as a change with
respect to baseline yaw aligned control. Red and green cases have statistically significantly lower and higher
power than α±0.0◦ , σp = 0, by a two-sided two-sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test at 5% significance level,
respectively. Deterministic model parameter set-point optimization is represented by σp = 0.
Case
Model uncertainty

(1)a

(2)b

(3)c

(4)d

(5)e

α ± 0.0◦ , σp = 0

2.3%

2.2%

0.4%

−0.3%

8.7%

α ± 0.0◦ , σp 6= 0

3.8%

2.3%

0.0%

−0.1%

8.8%

α ± 2.5◦ , σp = 0

2.5%

2.3%

0.2%

−0.5%

8.6%

α ± 2.5◦ , σp 6= 0

3.3%

2.4%

0.1%

−0.2%

8.8%

α ± 5.0◦ , σp = 0

1.7%

2.1%

−0.2%

−0.3%

8.3%

α ± 5.0◦ , σp 6= 0

2.6%

2.3%

0.0%

0.0%

8.5%

α ± 10◦ , σp 6= 0

0.5%

1.3%

−0.3%

0.1%

4.2%

a (1):

Cluster B, u = 7 ± 1 m/s, T Iu = 5 ± 2.5%, n = 73

b (2):

Cluster B, u = 7 ± 2 m/s, T Iu = 5 ± 5%, n = 144

c (3):

Cluster B, u = 7 ± 2 m/s, T Iu = 10 ± 2.5%, n = 51

d (4):

Cluster B, u = 9 ± 2 m/s, T Iu = 10 ± 2.5%, n = 32

e (5):

Cluster A, u = 7 ± 2 m/s, T Iu = 5 ± 2.5%, n = 115

In summary, the wake model experiments in this section demonstrate the utility of the yaw setpoint optimization under parameter uncertainty approach in an idealized numerical setting with
no structural modeling error. These results also demonstrate that the incorporation of wake model
parameter uncertainty in the stochastic programming improves the robustness of the optimal setpoints γs∗ to overfitting to the training data. In the timeseries numerical experiments, the wind
conditions and temporally local wake model parameters in the wake model vary. The deterministic
wake model only produces a single set of wake model parameters based on the training data to
optimize γs in the lookup table. In these numerical examples, the wake steering test results are
improved when considering a distribution of wake model parameters from the training data, rather
than deterministic parameters. The more realistic application including modeling error is described
in the LES experiments in §IV.
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IV.

LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS OF CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL IN AN

UNSTABLE BOUNDARY LAYER
In this section, large eddy simulations of a 9 turbine model wind farm are performed in unstable,
convective ABL conditions using closed-loop wake steering control. In these numerical experiments, the LES wind farm will represent a utility-scale wind farm which is using closed-loop wake
steering control to increase power as a function of time in the transient unstable ABL. An unstable
ABL test case was selected, instead of the standard, idealized neutral37 or conventionally neutral
ABL21 , due to its inherent wind condition variability and its prevalence in a utility-scale wind farm
setting, occurring during daytime operation. The wake model will be used for yaw set-point optimization, as in §II. Therefore, this case represents a more realistic numerical experiment where
wake modeling error is present, such that the wake model does not resolve all physical phenomena
in the LES wind farm. The LES and closed-loop control setup are described in §IV A and the
results are presented in §IV B.

A.

LES and closed-loop control setup
Large eddy simulations are performed using the open-source pseudo-spectral code PadéOps

(https://github.com/FPAL-Stanford-University/PadeOps). The code has previously been used for a variety of LES studies including modeling turbulence in the planetary
boundary layer38 , Coriolis effects in the ABL39–41 , and multi-rotor turbines42 . PadéOps has also
been used to perform closed-loop wake steering simulations in the conventionally neutral ABL21,27 .
Full details of the numerical setup are given in Ghate & Lele (2017)38 and Howland et al. (2020)21 ,
and key details are restated here for completeness.
The flow is forced using a geostrophic pressure gradient corresponding to a geostrophic wind
speed magnitude G = 8 m/s. The geostrophic wind direction is westerly, aligning with the x
axis in the computational domain. Coriolis effects are included with the traditional approximation enforced40 to enable a validation of the convective ABL case with reference LES data from
literature43 . Wind turbines are represented by the actuator disk model44 described by Howland
et al. (2020)21 . The wind turbines have a hub height of 100 meters and a diameter of D = 126
meters. The cosine factor for Cp is set to the conservative value of Pp = 2.5 since underestimates
of Pp significantly degrade wake steering performance21 .
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FIG. 10. LES wind farm layout with the coordinates normalized by the wind turbine diameter. The
geostrophic wind direction is in the x direction. Turbine R, shown in red, is the reference turbine and
is yaw aligned in all LES cases.

An unstable, convective ABL is simulated using LES. The domain is 12 km by 4 km by 2
km with 480, 320, and 320 grid points in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The Rossby
number based on the initial boundary layer height of δ = 1 km and the geostrophic wind speed is
Ro = 110 and the Froude number is F r = 0.08. The concurrent precursor methodology is used45 .
Fringe regions to force the primary simulation to the precursor inflow are used in the last 25% of
the computational domain to ensure no upstream contamination of the solution in the region of
interest due to the fringe41,46 . A sponge region is used in the top 25% of the vertical direction21 .
The ABL is initialized with u = G, and all other velocity is zero, and the potential temperature
θ profile provided in Figure 11(a). The surface heat flux is prescribed as hw0 θ0 i = 0.1 K · m/s,
corresponding to unstable ABL conditions. The simulation is run for one hour to remove startup
transience. The wind farm layout in the primary domain is shown in Figure 10. The turbines of
interest are 1 through 8 and turbine R is used as a yaw aligned reference turbine in all cases.
Within the convective, unstable ABL, three separate yaw set-point optimization cases are run
in addition to baseline, yaw aligned control. For baseline, yaw aligned control, the wind turbines
in the wind farm update their nacelle orientation according to a predefined control update period
T . The nacelle position is updated to the value of the turbine specific mean wind direction measured during the previous finite time average horizon corresponding to the control update period,
Rt
i.e. at time t, the nacelle position is set to equal αT = T1 t− T α(t0 )dt0 . While more sophisticated
controllers could be implemented (e.g. the yaw control acts if the moving average of instantaneous yaw exceeds a deadband threshold) this approximate yaw alignment controller is used as a
representative baseline, yaw aligned control case.
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For the wake steering cases, the closed-loop control developed in Howland et al. (2020)21 is
used, and is briefly described here for completeness. Using the same control update period as
the baseline, yaw aligned control, the nacelle position is updated according to the mean wind direction measured by each turbine plus an additional yaw misalignment offset corresponding to
the set-point optimization result αT + γs∗ . The yaw misalignment set-point is optimized differently in three distinct cases. In deterministic set-point optimization, the mean wind conditions
over the previous control update period measurements are used to optimize the deterministic wake
model, with no variability or uncertainty in the wind conditions or wake model parameters. For
the stochastic wind conditions case, the stochastic programming formulation in Eq. 1 is used for
variable wind conditions but for deterministic wake model parameters. The wind condition probability distributions are constructed using the measurements collected over the previous control
update window t − T → t. The wake model parameters are fit using the standard EnKF, using
the mean power production to produce only one set of wake model parameters. Finally, the full
stochastic programming framework is used where the variable wind conditions are used in addition
to the uncertain wake model parameter methodology described in §II. Each of the four cases, the
single yaw aligned case and the three wake steering cases, represents a separate LES simulation.
In all cases, the reference turbine R uses yaw aligned control throughout the simulation.

The four simulations are run for three different control update periods of T = 12.5, T = 18.75,
and 25 minutes. The performance of wake steering in transient flow depends on the frequency
of the controller update; with shorter control update periods the yaw controller can react to high
frequency variations in the wind conditions47 . However, following the central limit theorem, for
reduced control update periods T , there will be increased variability and uncertainty in the finite
time averaged quantities, such as power production, which are used to inform the set-point optimization. Conversely, for longer update periods, the mean flow state may evolve, as can be seen in
the wind direction in Figure 11(b), for example. The implications of the length of T on finite time
averaged statistics, such as αT , is shown in Figure 11(b,c), for T = 12.5 and 25 minutes. While
future work should investigate the optimal update period T as a function of the ABL flow state, in
this study we present results for selected, predefined values of T .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 11. (a) Unstable LES initial potential temperature profile θ as a function of height z. (b) Unstable
LES wind direction as measured by the reference turbine R (Figure 10). The finite time averaged wind
direction αT with T = 25 minutes is shown as a function of the control update steps for the aligned and
robust optimization LES cases. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation around the mean.
The instantaneous wind direction for the optimization under uncertainty (robust) LES case is shown as α.
(c) Same as (b) for T = 12.5 minutes.

FIG. 12. Instantaneous streamwise velocity u flow field at the wind turbine hub-height for the yaw aligned
case.

B.

LES results
Within the convective ABL, there is a high magnitude of turbulence intensity and wind condi-

tion variability, compared to the standard neutral or conventionally neutral test cases which have
previously been used for closed-loop control numerical experiments21,37 . The streamwise turbulence intensity at the wind turbine hub height is approximately T I = 15%, although the specific
value changes during the transient simulation. An instantaneous visualization of the streamwise
velocity flow field at the wind turbine hub height is shown in Figure 12 for the yaw aligned case
after the first yaw control update. In general, convective ABL conditions produce less significant
24

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 13. Yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for T = 12.5 minutes for
turbines (a) 1, (b) 3, and (c) 5.

wake interactions between wind turbines compared to neutral or stable states of stratification48 due
to high turbulence intensity and convective plumes with large length scales.
The wind directions measured by the yaw aligned reference turbine in the robust, stochastic
conditions and parameters simulation and the aligned simulation are shown in Figure 11(b) for
T = 25 minutes and Figure 11(c) for T = 12.5 minutes. The mean wind directions averaged over
the control update step are shown in addition to the instantaneous wind direction measurements.
The two cases are initialized from identical states, but the wind direction measurements diverge
due to the chaotic nature of turbulent flow. For all control update steps, the mean wind direction
measurements are within one standard deviation of one another, but the magnitude of the variations
in the instantaneous wind direction data are significant. Given the exponential divergence of the
states in the chaotic flow and the high magnitude of variability in the convective ABL, integrated
energy measures will be used to characterize the performance of each case. The integral time scales
of the reference turbine power and wind direction measurements are approximately 60 seconds and
90 seconds, respectively.
The yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for the control update
period of T = 12.5 minutes are shown in Figure 13 for turbines 1, 3, and 5. The deterministic yaw set-point optimization exhibits significant variability in the set-point value as a function
of the control update step. The deterministic set-point optimization is sensitive to uncertainty in
the limited time averaged statistics, since the yaw misalignment decision is based on the singular
valued mean wind conditions and wake model parameters which are subject to the internal variability of the ABL flow (e.g. the averaged wind direction αT will have more inherent variability
for T = 12.5 minutes than T = 25 minutes as shown in Figure 11(c)). Therefore, between control
update steps, the finite time averaged statistics may change dramatically, resulting in significant
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changes in γs∗ .
The yaw misalignment set-points for the stochastic programming considering wind condition
variability but with deterministic wake model parameters are also shown in Figure 13 for T = 12.5
minutes. The incorporation of the stochastic wind conditions in the optimization reduced the
magnitude of the yaw misalignment values and the variability of the yaw values between control
update steps. Comparing the optimization with and without parameter uncertainty demonstrates
that incorporating the parameter uncertainty mitigates the variations γs∗ as a function of the control
update steps. Provided with limited information in the finite time average over length T , the
optimization under parameter uncertainty also suppresses overfitting to the mean power production
values.
The yaw set-points for T = 18.75 minutes are shown in Figures 14 and 15. The yaw misalignment values for all eight turbines in the LES for T = 18.75 are shown individually in Appendix
A. For the T = 25 minutes simulations, the yaw set-points are shown in Figure 16. The setpoint variability results are similar to T = 12.5 and T = 18.75 minutes. However, contrarily to
T = 12.5 minutes, the stochastic conditions and parameters case resulted in the largest absolute
value of yaw misalignment with T = 25 minutes. With a larger T , the states recorded over the
time window t − T → t used to inform the yaw set-point optimization at time t have a larger
variability. Depending on the joint distributions of the wind conditions and wake model parameters, the optimization under parameter uncertainty may result in larger absolute values of yaw
misalignment set-points due to their nonlinear influence on wind farm power production in the
wake model. In this particular numerical example, this occurred for T = 25 minutes, but not for
T = 12.5 minutes, indicating the complex relationship between the wind conditions and wake
model parameters and the optimal yaw set-points.
The robustness of the yaw misalignment set-point values to the control update period is tested
by comparing the set-points for different update period selections with fixed optimization methods. For example, the yaw set-points for deterministic optimization will be compared for T = 12.5
and T = 18.75 minutes. The different simulations are run over the same physical time window
of Tf ≈ 9 hours. The lower control update periods result in more frequent yaw updates. For
comparison, the larger control update period yaw set-points are linearly interpolated to match the
discrete instances of set-points for the more frequent yaw update case. The upsampled low frequency set-points are denoted by γ̃s . The resulting discrepancy between the two different control
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 14. Yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for T = 18.75 minutes for
turbines (a) 1, (b) 3, and (c) 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 15. Yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for T = 18.75 minutes. (a)
Deterministic yaw set-point optimization, (b) yaw set-point optimization with variable wind conditions, and
(c) yaw set-point optimization with variable wind conditions and uncertain wake model parameters.

update periods is denoted by a mean squared deviation
∆γs =

Nt
1 X
(γs,Tlow,i − γ̃s,Thigh,i )2 ,
Nt i=1

(13)

where h·i denotes the time average. Turbines 1 through 6 are considered in the summation. The
reference turbine and turbines 7 and 8 are not considered since their yaw set-points are zero for
all cases and for all times. The results are shown in Table II. Considering uncertainty in the wind
conditions and wake model parameters improved the robustness of the wake steering approach to
decreases in T .
The performance of each case is characterized using an integrated energy ratio
PNt R Tf
Pi (t)dt
Er = i=1
,
R Tf 0
Nt 0 P ref (t)dt

(14)

which quantifies the wind farm performance compared to the reference turbine P ref (turbine R,
Figure 10). The energy ratio Er is, in practice, bounded by the limits [0, 1], where 0 corresponds to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 16. Yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for T = 25 minutes for
turbines (a) 1, (b) 3, and (c) 5.

the wind farm turbines producing zero power and 1 indicating zero wake losses in the wind farm
on average. The energy ratio metrics are integrated for approximately Tf = 9 hours of physical
wind farm operation; Tf is fixed for all cases.

TABLE II. Unstable ABL LES closed-loop wake steering yaw misalignment set-point γs robustness with
respect to the control update period. The set-points for each control update period simulation are compared.
The set-point results are compared to different update period settings with fixed optimization methodology.
The lower frequency (larger update period) set-point values are linearly interpolated to match the higher
frequency in the comparison (denoted γ̃s ). The mean squared deviation ∆γs is computed using Eq. 13.
Case
Yaw update periods

Deterministic

Stochastic conditions

Stochastic conditions
& parameters

(γs,12.5 min − γ̃s,18.75 min )2

11.8

8.7

6.9

(γs,18.75 min − γ̃s,25 min )2

13.9

8.5

7.8

(γs,12.5 min − γ̃s,25 min )2

12.2

9.9

8.0

The Er results are shown in Table III. Given the large natural variation in this unstable ABL, the
impact of wake steering on wind farm power production is not expected to be statistically significant. With T = 12.5 minutes, the stochastic conditions and stochastic conditions and parameters
optimization cases marginally improve mean power compared to aligned control and deterministic optimization-based control, but the differences are not significant. For T = 25 minutes, the
stochastic conditions only optimization has a mean Er much lower than aligned control and deterministic optimization results in the highest mean Er . The stochastic parameters and conditions
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optimization case slightly underperforms aligned control. An ensemble average is taken over the
simulation results with different values of T . Overall, the optimization under model parameter and
wind condition uncertainty had the highest Er , followed by the aligned control (no wake steering)
case. Wake steering with set-points optimized under wind condition uncertainty without parameter
uncertainty resulted in a lower ensemble Er than aligned control. Deterministic optimization had
the lowest ensemble Er , since the deterministic set-point optimization was sensitive to reductions
in T .
TABLE III. Unstable ABL LES closed-loop wake steering energy ratio Er (Eq. 14) results. The ensemble averages of the results over the different yaw update periods for fixed optimization methodologies are
shown.
Case
Yaw update period

Aligned

Deterministic

Stochastic conditions

Stochastic conditions
& parameters

T = 12.5 min

0.841 ± 0.174

0.841 ± 0.185

0.864 ± 0.196

0.862 ± 0.193

T = 18.75 min

0.842 ± 0.208

0.823 ± 0.223

0.864 ± 0.196

0.840 ± 0.198

T = 25 min

0.864 ± 0.195

0.870 ± 0.195

0.817 ± 0.176

0.850 ± 0.176

0.849

0.845

0.848

0.851

Average

In summary, while the closed-loop wake steering control in unstable ABL conditions did not
demonstrate statistically significant differences in wind farm power production, the results demonstrated that the incorporation of stochastic wind conditions and wake model parameters in the yaw
set-point optimization provides robustness to the control update and statistics integration length
T . The stochastic parameter optimization case also resulted in the lowest variability in the yaw
misalignment set-points ∆γs as a function of the control update period. The ensemble average
of energy ratios for the three control update period simulations was highest for the optimization
under parameter uncertainty.

V.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper extends yaw misalignment set-point optimization to include model parameter un-

certainty. Previous studies have extended deterministic yaw set-point optimization to consider
variability in the wind turbine yaw misalignment and incident wind direction. Wake model pa29

rameters are inherently variable and uncertain; the approach described in this paper leverages
ensemble Kalman filter parameter estimation to compute the probability distribution of the model
parameters given a probability distribution of SCADA power data. The uncertain model parameters are used in a optimization framework which also incorporates wind speed and direction, yaw
misalignment, and turbulence intensity variability.
The optimization under parameter uncertainty framework is experimented in open-loop wake
steering wake model-based case studies where the incorporation of variability in the wake model
parameters and the wind direction has a statistically significant impact on the power production
in Cluster B at low turbulence intensity, but not in Cluster A at low turbulence intensity or Cluster B at high turbulence intensity. Notably, considering uncertainty in both wind conditions and
wake model parameters in the set-point optimization had a statistically significantly higher power
production than considering wind condition uncertainty alone.
The optimization under parameter uncertainty framework is also tested in closed-loop wake
steering control of a nine wind turbine wind farm in large eddy simulations of convective atmospheric boundary layer conditions. The optimization under parameter uncertainty framework improved the robustness of the closed-loop wake steering controller to the yaw misalignment update
period and reduced the variability in the yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control
update steps. However, incorporating parameter uncertainty did not have a statistically significant impact on the wind farm energy production due to the underlying variability in the power
production in the convective boundary layer; notably, none of the wake steering cases had a significant power impact since the standard deviation of the baseline yaw-aligned control efficiency
was around 20%.
Future work should consider sampling methods, such as MCMC22 , to approximate the Bayesian
posterior distribution used in the stochastic programming framework. Future work should also
investigate the joint-probability distributions of the various parameters of interest in the wake
steering problem. Finally, future work should consider model bias in the form of structural model
form uncertainty and its influence on the Bayesian model parameter posterior distributions.
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Appendix A: Convective LES wind farm yaw misalignment
The yaw misalignment values for all 8 turbines considered in the unstable ABL LES closedloop control experiments (§IV) for the T = 18.75 minutes case are shown in Figure 17.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

FIG. 17. Yaw misalignment set-points as a function of the control update step for T = 18.75 minutes for
all turbines in the LES model wind farm. The turbine layout and labels are provided in Figure 10.
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